Srijani Mukherjee
B. Tech, Tulsi Jain
College, Vellore

I am really thankful to Udaan and TPF for
giving me such an opportunity to achieve
my dream career, I got the opportunity to
study B.Tech in one of the renowned
college with scholarship

My heartful thanks to Udaan for giving me
opportunity to continue with my higher
studies with scholarship, I’m pursuing
B.Tech in MNM Engineering College in
Chennai. Thank you Udaan.
Hemant Baid
B. Tech, MNM Jain
Chennai

Nikita Puglia
MBA, iLEAD

Being blessed by the boon of UDAAN, Im grateful to the
committee members of TPF to give me the oppurtunity
to pursue my dream career, MBA, in such an institute
which provides not only theoritical but also practical
aspects of management. It wouldn’t have been possible
without the help from UDAAN, WHICH OPENED
THE DOOR FOR ME TOWARDS THE GOAL OF MY
LIFE. Jai Jinendra

Khushboo Baid
MBA, iLEAD

I would like to thank UDAAN for giving
me the opportunity to fulfill my dream by
providing 100% scholarship for MBA. I'm
really very grateful to the members of TPF
who helped me to achieve my dreams.
Thanks a lotttt.......

TPF Udaan has done me a world of good. I can't express
my thankfulness to such an esteemed community with
my words. I can't even imagine doing engineering on
grounds of my family having severe monitary problems.
But Udaan helped me out. And is still helping me. The
way it helps underpriveliged students is just like the
right hand of God bestowed upon the head of the lost
ones. I am obliged to TPF Udaan for the rest of my life.
Avinash Kumar Singh
B. Tech, Regent Education In future, whatever I become, I will never forget what
Udaan did for me. Hats Off!!!!!!!! Thank You!
& Research Foundation

I would like to thank UDAAN from the
bottom of my heart for giving me an
oppurtunity to study further.

Anannya Basu
LEAD
MSC, (Media Science)

I would like to thank UDAAN for giving me
the scholarship and helping me to continue
my studies.

Sumana Saha
iLEAD
MSC (Media Science)

To fly flawlessly and kiss the heights seemed
like dream, To quench the thirst of further
education there is a role support...

Ankita Baid
MBA, iLEAD

UDAAN has provided me wings not only to
fly but to learn all the endeavours...
Thank you UDAAN TPF....

I got the scholarship from Udaan ( TPF) for my
MBA study. I am really very much thankful
to the members of Udaan(TPF) providing me
the scholarship ...
Tirtha Mal
MBA, 2012-2014 Batch
iLEAD

I Shrikant Dugar M.B.A. student of iLEAD
Kolkata is really very thankful to Udaan, TPF
giving me opportunity to do M.B.A. by
giving me the scholarship.
Shrikant Dugar
MBA, iLEAD

Thanks to you "Udaan" who had helped me and other
in relieving from the tension of study fees with 100%
scholarship program. This program had helped not
only me but also to many others those who are helpless
like us but have presence of strong will of studying
deep down in their heart. I don't have any word to
express my thankfulness to you. I will never forget
Aakash Mahanto
your help, you came to my life like an angel or instead
B. Tech, Regent Education
a saviour at the time of trouble.
& Research Foundation

